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Abstract� The �no free lunch� theorems �Wolpert and Macready� ����� have sparked heated debate in the

computational learning community� A recent communication� �Zhu and Rohwer� ���	� attempts to demonstrate

the ine
ciency of cross�validation on a simple problem� We elaborate on this result by considering a broader

class of cross�validation� We show that when used more strictly� cross�validation can yield the expected results on

simple examples�

� Introduction

A recent contribution to computational learning� and neural networks in particular� the �no free lunch�
�NFL� theorems �Wolpert and Macready� ����� give surprising insight into computational learning schemes�
One implication of the NFL is that no learning algorithm performs better than random guessing over all
possible learning situation�

This means in particular that the widely used cross�validation �CV� methods� if successful in some cases�
should fail on others� Considering the popularity of these schemes� it is therefore of considerable interest to
exhibit such a problem where the use of CV leads to a decrease in performance� �Zhu and Rohwer� ���	�
propose a simple setting in which a �cross
validation� method yields worse results than the maximum
likelihood estimator it is based on� In the following� we extend these results to a stricter de�nition of
cross
validation and provide an analysis and discussion of the results�

� Experiments

The experimental setting is the following� a Gaussian variable x has mean � and unit variance� The mean
should be estimated from a sample of n realisation of x� Three estimators are compared�

A�n�� The mean of the n point sample� It is the maximum likelihood and least mean squares estimator�
and also the optimal unbiased estimator�

B�n�� The maximum of the n point sample�

C�n�� The estimator obtained by a cross
validation choice between A�n� and B�n��

The original �cross
validation� setting of �Zhu and Rohwer� ���	� will be noted Z�n ��� it samples one
additional point� and chooses the estimator A or B that is closer to this point� However� the widely used
concept of cross
validation �Ripley� ���	� FAQ� ���	� corresponds to resampling and averaging estimators�
rather than sampling additional points� In this context� the estimator proposed in �Zhu and Rohwer� ���	�
is closer to the �split
sample� a�k�a� �hold out� method� This method is known to be noisy� especially
when the validation set is small� which is the case here�

On the other hand� a thorough cross
validation scheme would use several validation sets resampled from
the data and average over them before choosing estimator A or B� In the leave�one�out �LOO� �avour� the
CV score is calculated as the average distance between each point and the estimator obtained on the rest�

�



Note that in this setting� estimator Z operates with more information �one supplementary data point� than
the LOO estimator� The result of an experiment done with n � �	 and ��� samples gives mean squared
errors�

A��	� � ���	�� B��	� � ������ CLOO��	� � ���	�� Z��	  �� � ������ ���

In this case� it seems that the proper cross
validation procedure always picks estimator A� whose theoretical
mean squared error is ���	 � ���	���

� Short analysis

The simple setting used in these experiments allows for a full analysis of the behaviour of CLOO� Consider
n data points xi� The leave�one�out cross
validation estimate is computed by averaging the squared error
between each point and the average of the rest� Let us denote by x the average of all xi and by xk the
average of all xi excluding example xk� xk � nx�xk
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� is the mean squared error between estimator w and the data� Let us
now note x� � maxfxig the maximum of the �augmented� sample� and x�� � max�fxig n x�� the second
largest element� The cross
validation score for estimator B is�

CV � � S �x�� 
�

n
�x� � x���� ���

In order to realise how the cross
validation estimator behaves� let us �rst recall that x is the least mean
squares estimator� As such� it minimises S �w�� Furthermore� from Huygens� formula� S �x�� � S �x� 

�x� x���� Accordingly� we can re
write CV � � S �x�  �x� x���  �

n��
�x� � x�����

These observation show that in order for ��� to be lower than ��� requires an extremely unlikely situation�
x� should be quite close to both x and x��� One such situation could arise in the presence of a negative
outlier� As the mean is not robust� the outlier would produce a severe downward bias in estimator A�
Thus the maximum could very well be a better estimator than the mean in such a case� However� no such
happenstance was observed in ����� experiments�

� Discussion

�� In experiment ���� the LOO estimator does not use the additional data point alloted to C� When
using this data point� the performance is identical� CV does not extract any information from the
extra sample� but at least manages to keep the information in the original sample�

�� The cross
validation estimator does not perform better than A��	�� and yields worse performance
than A����� for which the theoretical MSE is ���� � ������� However� it should be pointed out that
the setting imposes a choice between A and B� The optimal choice over ��� samples leads to a mean
squared error of just ���	��� This is a lower bound for estimator C� and is signi�cantly beyond the
optimal� ��
points estimator� On the other hand� a random choice between A and B leads to a mean
squared error of ����	� on the same sample�

�� It could be objected that LOO is just one more �avour of cross
validation� so results featuring this
particular estimator do not necessarily have any relevance to CV methods as a whole� Let us then
compare the performance of m
fold CV on the original �	 point sample� It consists in dividing
the sample into m validation sets� and averaging the validation performance of the m estimators
obtained on the remaining data� For ��� samples� we get �CVm is the m
fold CV estimator��

Estimator A B CV�� � CLOO CV� CV� CV�
MSE ���	�� ������ ���	�� ���	�� ���	�� ���	��

�



The slight decrease in performance in CV� is due to the fact that we average over only � validation
sets� If we resample two additional sets� the performance is identical to all other CV estimators�

�� While requiring additional computation� none of the CV estimators above gain anything on A �even
with the help of one additional point�� Better performance can however be observed with a di�erent
choice of estimators� Consider e�g� D�n� a median of the sample� and E�n� the average between the
min and the max� Using ��� sample� we compare the CV estimator to D and E calculated on �	
point samples�

D��	� � ������ E��	� � ������ CLOO��	� � ������ ���

Here cross
validation outperforms both estimators it is based on�

� Conclusion

The no free lunch results imply that for every situation where a learning method performs better than
random guessing� another situation exists where it performs correspondingly worse� Numerous reports
of successful applications of usual learning procedures suggest that the �unspeci�ed prior� under which
they outperform random guessing verify in a number of practical cases� Exhibiting these assumptions is
of importance in order to check whether the conditions for success hold when tackling a new problem�
However� it is unlikely that such a simple setting could challenge these yet unknown assumptions� Cross

validation has many drawbacks� and it is far from being the most e�cient learning method �even among
non
Bayesian frameworks�� In that simple case� though� it provides perfectly decent results�

We now know that there is �no free lunch� for cross
validation� However� the task of exhibiting an easily
understandable� non
degenerate case where it fails has yet to be completed� Furthermore� the task of
exhibitting the �hidden� prior under which cross
validation is bene�cial provides challenging prospects
for the future�
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